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for children. High quality pre-primary education promotes children’s
early brain development and, thus, lays a strong foundation for their
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Dr. Eugene MUTIMURA
Minister of Education
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1. Introduction and Rationale
The importance of pre-primary education in Rwanda can be observed in
the rise of gross enrolment rate that reached 24.1% in 2017. This implies
that people’s awareness of primary education importance increased
and attracted many private investors in this sector. Indeed, pre-primary
schools were established but the services offered required harmonization
and monitoring to make sure the quality is not compromised. Doubtfully,
investors in pre-primary education are confused about who should be
responsible for licensing their pre-primary schools. The MINEDUC
statistical yearbook 2017 has elaborated two categories of pre-primary
education as pre-nursery for the age range of 0 to 3 years, that is under
the Ministry of Gender and Family Promotion (MIGEPROF) and preprimary education or nursery for children between 3 to 6 years, that is
under the supervision of Ministry of Education (MINEDUC).
The Ministry of Education (2015) has developed a competence-based
pre-primary education curriculum to cater for the second category
(3-6 years) in order to help pre-primary education providers offer
quality education and better prepare children for primary school. The
curriculum required revision of MINEDUC standards (2009) which
combined pre-primary, primary and secondary sections to reflect
competences in different learning areas of the curriculum. The Ministry
of Gender (MIGEPROF) also improved the quality of pre-primary
education by establishing Minimum Standards and Norms for early
childhood development in Rwanda in 2016 covering 0 to 6 year-olds
with little emphasis on education component. The current pre-primary
education standards are an expansion of education section in previous
standards for effective implementation of pre-primary competencebased curriculum.
The pre-primary competence-based curriculum that was developed
elaborated the characteristics of children who are more likely to
succeed in primary education and in life. These children can explore
and discover their environment; have acquired basic mathematical skills
and concepts; have developed gross and fine motor coordination; can
express themselves through a variety of creative arts; exhibit basic
critical thinking and problem solving skills; possess basic language skills
in Kinyarwanda and oral skills in English; and have acceptable moral
values and self-awareness.
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Field visits to some pre-primary schools revealed lack of harmonization
in the implementation of curriculum and this has affected the provision
of service quality. Therefore, centre-based pre-primary education
minimum standards were elaborated to normalize services provided to
3-6 year-olds nationwide.
These standards constitute a reference document for all pre-primary
service providers to use for planning, implementation, and assessment
purposes. The reason for targeting 3-6 year olds is that reliable and
comprehensive data on young children’s development show that,
the quality of children’s learning environments is a critical factor in
ad¬dressing the problem of poor learning outcomes in primary school
and beyond (Anderson et al., 2017).
Obviously, children attending pre-primary education schools are
unequally treated and this has directly impacted on their readiness to
school. The standards constitute a tool for equality and equity in preprimary education service delivery because issues of inclusive education
have also been addressed.

2. Objectives of the Pre-Primary Education
Minimum Standards
These minimum standards apply to all pre-primary schools that provide
services to 3-6 years olds. The objectives of developing national preprimary education minimum standards and guidelines are described as
follows:
•
•
•
•

2

To provide a tool to certify pre-primary education schools and
provide a pathway for scaling up access to recognized alternative
pre-primary models
To provide partners in pre-primary education with guidelines for
establishing pre-primary schools with adequate standards
To improve quality pre-primary education by defining criteria and
methodology for rating the level of quality of pre-primary schools
(Bronze, Silver, Gold)
Assist pre-primary schools to conduct self-assessment and
encourage them to strive toward meeting the requirements and
improve from level one to the following.

National Pre-primary Education Minimum Standards & Guidelines

3. Maintaining Compliance
The Ministry of Education (MINEDUC) is responsible for pre-primary
schools established to provide services to 3-6 year olds. The licensing
authority for services provided to children below 3 years belongs to
the Ministry of Gender and Family Promotion (MIGEPROF). Staff
in charge of licensing, in the Ministry of Education are available for
consultation by any pre-primary service provider regarding how to
comply with school running minimum standards. Regular inspections to
examine various aspects of pre-primary education services, and check for
compliance with minimum standards and guidelines are conducted. The
main purpose of these inspections is to monitor the implementation of
school standards. If the inspection results show that the services do not
meet the minimum standards and guidelines, the areas of improvement
are discussed with the concerned authority to find better ways for
improvement. Thus, technical assistance and consultation required
to find solutions are provided. If the pre-primary education service
provider is unable to comply with a standard for economic reasons, or
wishes to meet the intent of a standard in a way that is different from
what the standards describes, a waiver or variance of standards may be
requested. The primary education service provider requests, in writing,
the authority in charge of school licensing to conclusively adopt the
negotiated standard.
These standards embrace the five pillars for early childhood development
policy implementation. Therefore, for effective implementation of
these pre-primary education minimum standards, the Ministry of
Education will work closely with all the ministries intervening in early
childhood development. The Ministry of Gender and Family Promotion
(MIGEPROF) has a key role in the implementation of these standards
for it has overall coordination, monitoring and evaluation of ECD
policy implementation.
All pre-primary schools in Rwanda will have to comply with these
standards set out by the Ministry of Education. Starting with 2019
academic year, MINEDUC wishes to find all pre-primary schools
complying with these standards but new schools will be allowed to
comply with these standards progressively. Local leaders at sector and
district levels will support and advise pre-primary schools to ensure that
there will be full compliance within two to three years.
These pre-primary education standards are valid for five years, but they
can be updated after three years if needed.
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4. How to Read These Standards
The main purpose of these national pre-primary education minimum
standards is to normalize the quality of pre-primary education for
better school readiness. The standards are mostly school-based
and holistic in nature because all factors that contribute to adequate
school readiness are catered for. Specifically, these include, inter alia,
physical environment, infrastructure, health, nutrition, hygiene, child
protection, teaching and learning resources, indoor and outdoor play
activities, assessment, administration of pre-primary schools, teachers’
qualification and training.
The standards have three levels. The Bronze category includes all
basic requirements that pre-primary education schools should possess,
otherwise quality could be compromised. Silver category includes
additional items above the Bronze. Gold category represents the
highest level of primary education service delivery. However, for some
components, the standard crosscuts all categories. This means preprimary schools ranked gold should first meet the standards in Bronze
and in Silver categories. In this case, they are not repeated and the boxes
are empty.
Therefore, those categories have been established for pre-primary
schools not only to be static, but also dynamic in order to be able to
offer the basics while recognizing optimal standards of the provided
services. For example, the preschool in gold category has to meet the
standards in bronze and in silver. Schools can use these standards as
an instrument for self-evaluation and planning school improvement.
Appendices have been provided and should be used as reference to give
more in-depth information for some sections.

4
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5. The Prescribed Pre-Primary Education
Minimum Standards
5.1. Standards for physical environment, facilities
and equipment
5.1.1 Design of facilities
5.1.1.1 Preschool location

Bronze

Silver

Gold

The preschool has
access to the street

The preschool has
access to the road.

Same as in Silver

The maximum
walking distance
from home to
preschool does not
exceed 2 kilometers.
Children should be
accompanied by an
adult to school.

If families do not
live within 2 km,
the school may
arrange for a bus,
for which parents
pay a fee. Parents
may also make
other safe transport
arrangements.

The preschool is free
from excessive noise
(workshop, industrial
parks, and markets).

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The preschool
location is
recognised by local
authorities

The preschool
owner has a
notorised lease
contract of at least
five years.

The preschool
has its own land
certificate

Same as in Silver
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5.1.1.2 School Environment

6

Bronze

Silver

Gold

The preschool
compound and
surrounding areas
are free from
rubbish and have
proper disposal for
trash.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The preschool
compound is safe
and secure, free
from harmful
objects such as
sharp objects,
poisonous plants.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

No footpaths cross
the school grounds.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

A sign prohibits
smoking and alcohol
consumption within
the premises by
staff members and
visitors.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The playground is
dry, not waterlogged.
All wells and pits are
properly covered.

The school has a
garden for children
to tend.

The play area has
plants, flowers, and
trees to provide
shade in the
compound

Water container
and clean water for
drinking are available
at the school.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

There are water
tanks to collect rain
water.

There is at least one
water tank with a
water tap to harvest
water.

There are septic
tanks / underground
tanks to collect used
water

A pre-primary
school has a primary
school in proximity
to ease the transition
from preschool to
primary.

The pre-primary
school is attached to
a primary school

Same as in Silver

The perimeter of
the school grounds
is fenced with
locally available
resources such as
wooden materials or
plant stalks, with a
lockable gate

The preschool is
fenced with durable
materials

Pre-primary school
has perimeter fence/
wall with designated
entry and exit gate

Building and
walkways are
accessible for all
children

Buildings and
walkways are
inclusive (ramps are
used as needed)

Same as in Silver

The preschool has
electricity

Same as in Silver

—
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5.1.1.3 Infrastructure
Classrooms/indoor space

8

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Having at least
three classrooms
for a complete
cycle: Grade one;
Grade two and
Grade three. Eligible
children to enroll in
grade one: 3 years.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Classrooms are
clean, with no dust
and rubbish.

Classrooms have at
least two rubbish
bins.

Same as in Silver

The classrooms
are child friendly:
age appropriate,
attractive,
engaging, culturally
appropriate.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Classroom
dimensions are
equivalent to at
least 1.5 sqm for
each child. The
enrollment for each
classroom does not
exceed 30 children
with one teacher.

Classroom
dimensions are
equivalent to at
least 2 sqm for each
child. The capacity
for each classroom
does not exceed
30 children with
one teacher and an
assistant

Classroom
dimensions are
equivalent to at
least 2 sqm for each
child. The capacity
for each classroom
does not exceed
25 children with
one teacher and an
assistant

The floor is
cemented.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The walls are
constructed with
durable materials.

The walls are
painted.

Same as in Silver

Roof is in tiles or
iron sheets.

Classrooms have
ceilings.

Same as in Silver
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Each classroom has
one door.

Each classroom has
two doors.

Same as in Silver

Each classroom has
two windows of
at least 1m x 1m.
Classrooms have
enough light and
sufficient ventilation.

Each classroom
has four glassed
windows of at least
1m x 1m.

Same as in Silver

There is a reading
area in the
classroom.

School has a reading
area/library for
children’s books.

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Size of cooking
place is at least
2mx2m and using
economic stove with
firewood.

Cooking using
charcoal.

Cooking using gas
or electricity.

Utensils are kept
safely in a container
well covered. Plastic
dishes are not
accepted.

Size of store with
shelves for utensils,
dishes, and food
items is at least
2mx2m.

Store has shelves
and cupboards.

Kitchen has a drying
area for dishes after
washing.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Kitchen is separated
from classrooms and
toilets.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

—
The kitchen
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Toilets and latrines

Bronze

Silver

Gold

There are separate
child-friendly
toilets/latrines for
boys and for girls.

There is one toilet
for15 children. At
least six toilets are
adapted to the age
of children and are
in separate blocks
for girls and boys.

The preschool has
modern toilets.

At least one toilet
is appropriate for
children with special
needs.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

A separate toilet
is provided for
teachers.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The diameter of
a borehole in a pit
latrine does not
exceed 15cm.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Other Rooms

10

—

The preschool has an office
for the head teacher where the
preschool is not attached to a
primary school.

The preschool has a
meeting room.

—

The preschool has a store
room for teaching and learning
materials.

The preschool has a
cafeteria if meals are
served at school site

—

A resting room is available for
sick children. A mattress is
available in the resting room.

Mattress and bed
sheets are available in
the resting room.
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Playground

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Size of the
playground in
accordance with the
number of children:
1 sqm per child.

Playground size is
at least 45 sqm per
class of 30 children:
1.5 sqm per child.

Playground size is
at least 60 sqm per
class of 30 children:
2 sqm per child.

Where there is
a pre-primary
and primary/
secondary sections,
playgrounds are
separated.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The playground is
covered with grass.

Playground has a
variety of surface
areas : paved, grass

Playground has
covered play areas
and paved walking
areas.

Silver

Gold

Fixed play
equipment include at
least: low slides and
logs to walk on.

Child friendly and
fixed equipment
include rubber,
ladders, tunnels,
slides, etc.

Same as in Bronze

Items such as small
riding vehicles,
tree branches, and
boards.

Sand pit with
recycled scoops and
containers.

Sand and mud pits
with shovels. Smock
for each child.

Availability of
outdoor play
materials: rubber,
balances, slides, etc.

5.1.1.4 Play equipment

Bronze
—

Movable play
materials include
ropes, balls, tyres,
hoops, etc.
—

11
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Bronze

Silver
—

Gold
—

Water play area
with many recycled
containers, hoses,
and other research
tools.

All surfaces of
play materials are
smooth, with no
sharp edges, no
protruding surfaces,
and no damage.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Jumping areas with
sand or covered with
grass

The end of
climbing and sliding
areas is covered with
soft ground or grass.

Same as in Silver

Bronze

Silver

Gold

A chalkboard or
similar large writing
surface (movable
or fixed), is placed
slightly above the
floor (20cm) for
children to use.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Tables and benches/
chairs are child-sized
and durable.

Table and chairs
are painted in
stimulating colors.

Same as in Silver

A mat is provided
for some activities
such as reading,
storytelling, and play.

Same as in Bronze

A child-size table is
available for theme
displays, group
work, and other
uses.

5.1.1.5 Furniture

12
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Teacher’s chair and
table to lay their
documents in the
classroom or in a
separate office.

Teacher’s chair and
tables with drawers
to keep their
documents.

Same as in Silver

A mat or any other
containers like small
open boxes are used
to keep learning
materials.

At least one open
shelf is provided
to keep learning
materials.

At least two open
shelves are provided
to keep learning
materials.

Each class has a
coat hanger with a
wooden hook for
each child.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

A clean mat on
which children can
put their snacks is
available.

Shelves are available
for children’s snacks.

Cupboards are
available to keep
children’s snacks.

5.1.2 Inclusive and special needs education considerations
Bronze
Silver
Gold
Teachers are
equipped with basic
knowledge and
skills to identify and
handle observed
cases for children
with special
educational needs
and demonstrate
positive attitudes
towards children
with SEN. These
children are referred
to specialists
accordingly.

Same as in Bronze

The preschool has
an agreement with
a multidisciplinary
team of experts to
provide technical
support for learners
with various special
educational needs
and teachers have
skills required to
work with children
with SEN

13
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Bronze

Silver
—

—

Each child has an
Individual Education
Plan

The school’s
schedule, teaching
strategies, learning
environment,
equipment, and
play/learning
materials are adapted
to be inclusive
for children with
differing abilities.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

There are teacher
made play materials
to accommodate
learners with SEN

Same as in Bronze

Availability of
facilities for
Children with
Special Educational
Needs (CSEN): the
chalk board placed
at 20cm from the
floor, and assistive
devices.

—

14

Gold

—

The admission
of children and
recruitment of staff
are inclusive.
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5.2.
5.2.1.

Standards for children’s health.
Health Practices and Procedures

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Children’s registration
forms include medical
history, up-to-date
immunizations,
emergency contact
information, and any
parent's concerns.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The preschool has a
health worker’s contact
for health related
issues. The notebook
for visitors indicates
the services offered,
dates and signature by
the health worker.

The preschool has
an agreement with
a health service
provider recognized
by the Ministry of
Health to provide
emergency health
care.

The preschool has a
sick bay and a nurse
to provide health
services for children
on daily basis. A
record of services
offered by a nurse is
available

Medicines brought to
school are kept out of
reach of the children.
Teachers administer the
medicines as directed.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Containers with safe
drinking water are
available with cups for
each child.

Containers with
safe drinking water
are available in each
classroom and cups
for all children.

Same as in Silver

In case of emergency,
a teacher escorts the
child to the nearest
health post and parents
are informed as soon
as possible. The teacher
chooses a colleague to
lead the class.

Assistant takes the
child to the nearest
health centre/
hospital.

Same as in Silver
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Children’s health cards
are current. These
cards record regular
health inspection. Deworming is regularly
done.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The school has
information about
children with medical
insurance.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Guidelines with
pictures are posted
on how to manage
communicable disease
outbreaks such as lice.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

5.2.2. Hygiene and Sanitation
Bronze
Silver

16

Gold

Availability of a staff
responsible for school
hygiene and sanitation.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The entire compound
and equipment
are clean including
classrooms, toilets,
kitchen, and
playground.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Children are clean and
have school uniform
for easy identification.
All children wear shoes.

The school uniform
bears a badge.

Same as Silver

Water container with
clean water and soap
is available for use
in classroom, toilets,
kitchen, and any other
place that is needed.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Hygienic materials are
available near the toilet:
toilet papers, water
containers, water and
soap for hand washing
(kandagira ukarabe).

Three hand washing
stations with clean
water and soap: one
for boys, one for
girls and another for
teachers.

Same as Silver

Adequate facilities
for disposal of waste
(rubbish pit, waste
bin) are available and
enclosed and regularly
collected for the safety
of children.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Silver

Gold

Children are provided
with a healthy snack,
such as porridge.

Same as in Bronze

Where it is a full day
programme, lunch is
provided as part of
a balanced diet.

Snacks and meal times
are supervised by
teachers.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

If the program has
a cook and food
handlers, they are clean.

Cooks wear an
apron and cap.

Same as Silver

Cooks and food
handlers are reliable
and healthy.

Cooks and food
handlers have
certificates of good
health and good
conduct.

Same as Silver

Growth monitoring is
regularly conducted to
recognize children with
malnutrition as early as
possible for actions to
be taken.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

5.2.3. Healthy Eating
Bronze
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5.2.4 Physical Activities
Bronze
Silver

18

Gold

Daily schedule
provides time for
physical play periods.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The weekly plan
and scheme of work
indicates time for
outdoor activities
to develop gross
motor skills through
football, jumping,
running, climbing,
dancing, skittle, and
throwing.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

The weekly scheme
of work indicates
activities to develop
fine motor skills
through: writing,
painting, decorating,
drawing, shading,
threading, cutting,
collage, mosaic,
clay work, fitting in,
construction using
locally available
materials.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze
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5.3. Safety and security of children in the preschool
compound
5.3.1 Safety
Bronze

Silver

Gold

Knives and other
sharp objects are
kept out of the
reach of children.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

A fire extinguisher
is available to
protect children
and teachers and
teachers are trained
on how to use it.

Same as in Silver

Lightening
conductor is
installed on the roof.

Same as in Silver

Guidelines to
prevent accidents
and how to deal
with emergencies are
posted with pictures.
Health centre
telephone numbers
are available to call
in emergency cases.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Guidelines for the
management of
epidemic situations
are available.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Guidelines and
facilities to deal with
common accidents
and emergencies
within the premises
are available.

A first aid kit is
accessible to adults
but out of reach of
children. Its contents
are regularly checked
and updated.
Teachers are trained
on how to use first
aid kit.

Same as in Silver

Sand and water are
available to use in
case of fire.
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Children are with
an adult when
playing outside. One
adult for every 30
children.

Children are
outdoors with two
adults for every 30
children.

Same as in Silver

Regulations
preventing strangers,
idlers, drug peddlers
in the vicinity of the
school are posted at
the gate.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Measures preventing
corporal punishment
and abuse are
established and
communicated to
school staff and
parents

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

—

No electric cables
are left loose.

Same as in Silver
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5.3.2 Social and emotional security
Bronze
Silver
Teachers are knowledgeable
and skilled about practices that
establish a joyful school culture
and encourage children to love
learning. These strategies include:
• Warmly greet children by name
• Offer children real choices and
respect their work
• Sit on the child’s bench level
when talking with them
• Be consistent with children
• Play with children and enjoy
their ideas
• Ask questions and make
encouraging comments, but do
not interfere with their activity.
• Tell children it is natural to feel
sad, angry, or hurt
• Talk with children in a soft
voice using familiar vocabulary.
• Spend time one-to -one with
each child every day
• Talk about children’s
experiences and preferences
in informal, friendly
conversations.
• Ask children to sit where they
can see, such as in a semi-circle.
• Seat children in groups to
develop collaboration and
cooperation.
• Children are free to choose
where to sit.

Same as in
Bronze

Gold

Same as in
Bronze
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5.4.

Standards for effective partnership and networking

Bronze

Silver

Gold

All parents meet in a general
assembly at least once a term

Parents are
trained through
seminars and
workshops.

Same as
Silver

Parents are advisors/counselors
in supporting their children’s
education.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

The school organises meeting with
parents on different issues that are
of interest to them.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Parents are welcome to visit the
school for different purposes.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Parents are active volunteers at
the school, sharing their expertise
with staff or children.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

There is a parents’ committee
to assist in the preschool
administration.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in

Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Parents are trained in topics
related to education, nutrition,
health, child protection, hygiene
and sanitation through meetings,
community work (umuganda).

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

The school has established good
collaboration with partners and
stakeholders.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Committees meet as needed.
Parents contribute to the feeding
of children.
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5.5.

Standards for teaching and learning in a
preschool setting
Learning Resources

5.5.1
Bronze

Silver

Gold

Room set up
also includes
space for
playing on
mats and on
the floor,
shelves for
children
to access
learning
materials.

Same as Silver

Learning and play materials
for indoors and outdoors are
intended to engage children’s
senses: see, hear, touch, smell, and
taste.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Most learning and play materials
are locally available.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Nearly all play materials can be
adapted for children with varying
abilities.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Availability of appropriate
learning materials for all learning
areas: numeracy, language and
literacy, creative art and culture,
discovery of the world, social and
emotional development, physical
development and health. (see
appendix no 6 for details)

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Room set up includes space for
table activities, active learning
areas.
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

In the classroom, there are
various materials: those locally
available to stimulate children’s
thinking.

In learning
corners, there
are various
materials:
those locally
made and
those bought
to stimulate
children’s
thinking.

Same as Silver

Learning
using ICTs

Learning
using ICTs
and internet

Same as in
Bronze

The
preschool
has a wide
selection of
high-quality
children’s
literature
from a variety
of cultures.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

—
The preschool has a variety of
Rwandan picture story books with
culturally and age-appropriate
stories.

Availability of children’s writing
materials: books, writing materials
like pens, pencils, chalks, crayons,
paper, and notebooks.
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Materials used in pre-primary
are most often locally available;
culturally acceptable; age
appropriate; inclusive; durable;
safe and clean; attractive;
multipurpose; gender sensitive
and stimulating children’s minds
and senses; in good condition.

Some learning
materials may
be imported
(until they
become
available in
Rwanda)
to enrich
children’s
learning
experiences.

Materials used
are enough
for children
to use
individually.

5.5.2 Teaching Resources
Bronze

Many learning
materials may
be imported.

Silver

Gold

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Teachers have the required
pedagogical documents:
curriculum, teacher guide, class
diary, children’s attendance list,
schemes of work, weekly plan,
daily schedule, assessment tools.

Other
curriculum
resource guides
to expand
upon CBC
planning and
implementation.

Professional
development
resources
from
reputable
publishers.

The school has and uses preprimary teachers’ guides, scheme
of work, training modules
and other related approved
documents.

Teachers have
access to a
variety of
professional
resources
from reputable
sources.

Same as in
Silver

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

The school has one copy of
national CBC pre-primary
curriculum for each teacher.

Availability and use of
textbooks, reading books
and other approved teaching
documents.
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Play materials are available with
no cost or low cost.

Availability of
play materials
made with
improved
materials.

Same as in
Silver

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Availability of
bristol papers/
rice sacks for
displays.

Same as in
Silver

Use of ICTs
in lesson
preparation,
making
materials,
searching the
content, etc.

Use of ICTs
and internet
in lesson
preparation,
making
materials,
searching
the content,
etc.

The preschool has a variety of
approved Rwandan read-aloud
story books with culturally and
age-appropriate stories.
Availability of rice sacks for
displays.

—

5.5.3 Organisation of teaching-learning activities
Bronze
Silver
Each classroom has one teacher.

Teachers implement the national
CBC pre-primary curriculum as it
is intended through.

26

Gold

There is one
teacher and one
assistant for two
classrooms.

There is
one teacher
and one
assistant
in each
classroom.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Medium of instruction is
Kinyarwanda.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

• Learners develop generic
and key unit competences
in the following learning
areas through daily play and
experiences:
• Discovery of the world
• Numeracy
• Physical development and
Health
• Creative art and culture
• Language and literacy
• Social and Emotional
development

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Daily schedule is a minimum of
4 hours. Schools with alternative
arrangements will communicate
their schedule to the District
Education Officials.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

A user-friendly daily schedule
(pictures of activities) is posted at
children’s eye level.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

The daily schedule balances and
alternates activities: quiet-noisy;
indoor-outdoor, active-passive;
large group-small group; freestructured so that children
experience appropriate variety
across all learning areas.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Time periods vary: The more
engaging the learning experience,
the longer children will remain
interested. But the time period
for an indoor teacher-directed
play activity does not exceed 25
minutes

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

The classroom set up attracts
children to play with various
materials, including those
locally available to stimulate
children’s analytical thinking and
exploration.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Play materials
are displayed
on low-open
shelves for
children’s
access.

Same as in
Silver

Children’s original drawings,
writing, and other work are
displayed on the walls at their eye
level.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Presence of an adult/teacher to
supervise the sharing of outdoor
play equipment equipments.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Learning and play materials are
accessible to all children. (see
appendice no6). These materials
are placed on the mat.

5.5.4 Teaching and learning strategies
Bronze
Silver
Teachers apply thematicintegrated, holistic and
contextualized approaches:
Daily and weekly plans are based
on themes integrating all CBC
learning areas.

28

Same as in
Bronze

Gold
Same as in
Bronze
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Teachers apply play-based
learning approach: Children
engage in a variety of play
activities related to themes:
indoor, outdoor, structured, childcentred free play, gross and fine
motor activities. Much of the day
is devoted to learning through
play.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Teachers use multi-sensory
approach: activities engage
children’s senses: see, hear, touch,
smell, taste

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Teachers tell/read stories to
children.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Teachers use various songs/
rhymes/poems to develop
different skills connected to
themes.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

5.5.5 Organisation of field visits
Bronze
Silver
• Children leave the
school compound
to explore themes
within their
community on
weekly basis
• One teacher or
parent supervises
a group of 10
children and has
a list of those
children with
parents’ contacts.

• Parents sign a
consent form for
visits requiring
transport
• Vehicles
transporting
children are safe
• Drivers have
a certificate of
good conduct
(issued by the
cell)
• The lead teacher
carries the first
aid kit

Gold
• Children make at
least three trips
per year beyond
their community
to explore their
country more
fully.
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5.5.6

Assessment

5.5.6.1 Assessment tools and principles

Bronze

Silver

Gold

• There is no period for
exam, assessment is
done progressively.
• Assessment is holistic
and qualitative rather
than quantitative.
• Children are compared
to developmental
standards/milestones
rather than to one
another (criterionbased assessment)

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in Bronze

• Children’s paper files/
notebooks contain
at least one written
anecdotal observation
of each child per
term, some copies of
children’s work, notes
from meetings with
parents, children’s
assessment reports for
the month/term/year.
• There is a mid-term
progress report of each
child for teacher’s use.
• Any interviews with
a child are recorded
in the child’s file. This
does not exclude the
interview given to
children for assessment
of learning needs.
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• Dated
samples of
children’s
writings and
drawings are
kept in their
files.

• At least two
dated, objective
observations per
term are entered
into children’s
files
• Photos of
children’s
constructions
and other
projects are kept
in their files.
• Files are kept
electronically
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5.5.6.2 Content for assessment

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

The assessment covers the six
learning areas based on specific
expectations according to the
curriculum :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Discovery of the world
Numeracy
Language: Kinyarwanda
Language: English
Creative Art and Culture
Physical Development and Health
Social and Emotional
Development
Note: For the details, see the progress
report appended (Appendix No. 7)
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5.5.6.3 Analysis and sharing of children’s progress

32

Bronze

Silver

Gold

Teachers analyze
children’s progress
at middle and end
of each term and
adjust their teaching
strategies, learning
materials, and
children’s experiences
accordingly.

Teachers meet at least
weekly to reflect on
effectiveness of their
teaching strategies,
children’s progress,
and other professional
topics.
Children’s progress
is reported in greater
detail.
Data on children’s
progress is maintained
for analysis and
research.

Teachers meet every
day for reflection and
analysis.

The color-coded
system, or a more
definitive one, is
used to clearly
communicate with
parents.
GREEN: the child is
consistently skillful in
this area
BLUE: the child is
making more progress
but has not yet
mastered the skill
YELLOW: the child
continues to work
on these skills and is
starting to develop
this skill
RED: the child will
benefit from support
to further develop
these skills; the skill
has not been yet
observed

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Children’s
progress reports
contain detailed
developmental
information and
positive, narrative
comments about
the child’s success in
school.
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

Progress reports are
provided each term to
parents on paper.

Same as in Bronze

Individual
conferences/meetings
are held for each
child’s family

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Progress reports are
discussed with parents
individually and/or in
groups to help them
better understand
the content of the
reports.

5.6.

Standards for administration and management of preprimary schools
Admission and enrollment of pupils

5.6.1
Bronze

Silver

Gold

Same as in Bronze

Inclusive
recruitment

Immunization cards
or birth certificates
are documents for
reference to register
the child in grade
one.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

No interview or any
other examinations
are given to the child
for admission in
grade one

Same as in Bronze

Same as in Bronze

All children
are eligible for
admission to grade
one if they are 3
years old or if they
become 3 years old
in the first trimester
of the school years.
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5.6.2 Teacher recruitment
Bronze
Recruitment is done by the district
(public preprimary schools) or by an
appointed recruitment committee in
private schools.

Silver

Gold

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Recruitment process follows procedures
described below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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A job description is advertised
Receive and screen applications
(short listing)
Administer a written exam that
reveals candidates’ understanding
of ECE knowledge and skills
Interview the applicants (Oral )
Check references/referees
Make a hiring decision: acceptance
or refusal
Establish and sign employment
contract that includes pay, benefits,
and other requirements
Probation: one year after which
permanent appointment is offered
in public pre-primary schools
Signing the child safeguarding
policy.
Taking an oath in front of the Head
Teacher before starting
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5.6.3 Qualifications and competences
Bronze
Silver

Gold

All teachers are at least 18
years old.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Entry-level qualifications: at
least Secondary Certificate
(S6) in Early Childhood
Education or the equivalent
from Teacher Training
College or other accredited
institution

Same as in
Bronze

Entry level
qualification is at
least Bachelor’s
degree or higher
in Early childhood
Education or the
equivalent.

Certificates and diplomas
from other countries are
deemed equivalent by a
competent authority.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in Bronze

TTC graduates in other
options with experience
of at least 1 year as a preprimary assistant teacher.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in Bronze

At least S6 in other areas
with additional ECE studies
which is documented by
certificates from recognized
providers.

Teachers engage
in continuing
professional
development
at least once a
year.

Same as in Silver

Preschool teachers are
expected to demonstrate
a basic ability to apply
knowledge about child
development and ECE.

Teachers
increasingly
implement
sophisticated
practices.

Teachers are able
to clearly explain
their world-class
practices to parents
and school visitors.

Teachers must have a
certificate of good conduct
(issued by the cell).

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in Bronze

Teachers will not smoke,
take alcohol, or use any
illicit drugs or cell phones
when working with children.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in Bronze
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5.6.4 Working conditions
Bronze
Silver

Gold

Pre-primary school
teachers are entitled to:
Salary and fringe benefits.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

Pre-primary school
teachers are provided
with teaching materials to
successfully accomplish
their task.

Same as in Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

—

Providing an assistant
teacher.

Same as in
Silver

—

Non-teaching staff are
recruited to ease the
teacher’s work: cleaner,
cook, security guard.

Same as in
Silver

5.6.5 Continuing professional development (CPD)
Bronze
Silver
Gold
CPD is annually provided by a
reputable organization or institution
for teachers and assistants in areas
such as :
• Implementation of the CBC.
• Using Rwandan resources as
learning materials.
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A needs
assessment
is conducted
annually to
determine
what areas of
professional
development
are
recommended
for each
teacher.
Arrangements
are made
accordingly.

Teachers
are
mentored
regularly
in their
classrooms
to improve
their
teaching
skills and
knowledge.
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Other CPD activities may focus on:
• Inclusive education (informal
screening, adaptations).
• Providing first aid in case of
accident.
• Positive school culture and
behavior management.
• Conflict resolution.
• Planning engaging learning
experiences.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

The internal CPDs are conducted at
least once a week

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

5.6.6
Management of pre-primary schools
Bronze
Silver

Gold

At a national level, the
management of pre-primary
education for 3-6 year-olds is
under the Ministry of Education.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

At school level, the management
is done by: School General
Assembly (SGA), parents’
committee, school leaders, local
leaders, community stakeholders
and owners of the school (see
the appendices No 8 for other
stakeholders’ roles).

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

5.7.

Establishment, accreditation and closure of pre-primary
schools

Bronze

Silver

Gold

The service provider follows
application procedures to set up a
preschool.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze
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The service provider makes a
request for accreditation to the
Ministry of Education attaching
the inspection report from the
district.. The services will start
after the accreditation is granted.

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

The preschool is closed down
due to failure to meet the
requirements, insecurity caused by
war, violent staff demonstration,
risky and dangerous physical
structures, unhygienic conditions,
natural hazards, inadequate
teaching and learning as well as
poor school management (See the
appendices No 9 for details).

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze
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5.8.

Standards for stakeholders’ roles in pre-primary
education.

Bronze

Silver

Gold

The Ministry of Education:

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

•
•
•

•
•
•

•
•
•

Disseminating and raising awareness
of pre-primary education standards
to the public at different levels
Distributing of the standards to
public and private pre-primary
schools
Monitoring and supervising the
implementation of these preprimary education minimum
standards
Capacity building of users about
these standards
Approval and accreditation of
public, government aided, and
private pre-primary schools
Provide professional advice and
technical assistance to other
stakeholders in pre-primary
education
Make comprehensive annual report
on educational matters in preprimary education.
Close collaboration with other
key Ministries to ensure full
implementation of these standards
Mobilize development partners
and other stakeholders to ensure
effective implementation of these
standards
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Bronze

Silver

Gold

The district has the following
responsibilities:

Same as in
Bronze

Same as in
Bronze

•
•

•
•
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Oversee the management of preprimary schools;
Conduct inspection and provide
technical advice to the service
providers to ensure compliance
with these standards
Temporary closure of schools in
emergency situations;
Placement of teachers and school
managers in pre-primary schools
based on pre-primary education
minimum standards;
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6. Appendices
Appendix 1. Procedures to register a pre-primary school
•

The applicant should apply to the Ministry of Education through
the District for full registration. An inspection report from the
district and the project proposal indicating the source of funding
as well as activities to be performed during the period of three
years are attached to the application letter.

•

If all required documents are in order, the Minister of State for
primary and secondary education provides the acceptance letter.

•

If not accepted, the service provider is communicated in written
the reasons for rejection.

Appendix 2. Outline for the project proposal content
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Needs assessment
Justification/rationale
Implementation strategies
Vision
Mission
Objectives
Domains of intervention
Potential beneficiaries
Strategic plan of at least three years
Source of funds for at least three years
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Appendix 3. Application form for registration of a pre-primary
school
IDENTIFICATION OF THE APPLICANT
Full name: ……………………………………………………………
District of residence: …………………………………………………
Sector of residence: …………………………………………………
Cell: …………………………………………………………………
Village: ………………………………………………………………
Telephone: ……………………………………………………………
Email: ………………………………………………………………
IDENTIFICATION OF THE PRE-PRIMARY SCHOOL
Name of the school: …………………………………………………
Status of the school: Public

Government aided

Private

Address: District: ……………………………………………………
Sector: ……………………………………………………
Cell: …………………………………………………………………
Village: ………………………………………………………………
Telephone number: …………………………………………………
Website (if any) and Email address: ….………………………………
Owner of the school: ………………………………………………
I certify that the information above is true, complete and correct to the
best of my knowledge and belief.
________________________
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Signature of the applicant

Appendix 4. Necessary documents in the management of a preprimary school
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Admission register
Children’s file containing bio data, health records, etc.
Attendance register for children
School staff files
Visitors’ book
Attendance register for teachers
Children’s assessment files
Finance records register
SGAC minutes book
School asset book
Staff meeting minutes book
Teachers’ documents
School strategic plan
School action plan
School budget plan
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Appendix 5. Field experiences/visits guidelines
Field experience planning form
Date of field trip

Field trip
destination

Departure and arrival
times
Proposed learning
experiences

Water hazards? Yes/No. If Yes, detail in
risk assessment below:

Methods of transport
and proposed route
Name of field
experience
coordinator
Contact number
of field experience
coordinator
Number of children
attending field trip

Number of teachers/
parents/volunteers

Field experience check list
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First aid kit

List of adults participating in the field trip

List of children
attending

Contact information for each adult

Contact information
for each child

Mobile phone/other means of
communicating with emergency services

Medical information
for each child

Other items, specify
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Appendix 6. Guidelines for establishing a positive classroom
environment
The following guidelines will enable teachers to establish a
positive environment in which children become self-disciplined
and learn to resolve their own conflicts:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Establish daily routines, simple positive rules, and procedures
that give children a sense of organization and order to their
day.
Identify a small number of positive classroom rules: We walk
indoors. We are kind to our friends. We speak in soft voices.
Use pictures or stories to illustrate and explain the rules and
why they will help everyone enjoy school.
Involve older children in developing their own rules.
When changing activities, tell children how much time they
have left to finish. This shows respect for children.
Give children one or two clear, positive reminders about
what they are expected to do next. Repeat as needed.
When conflicts arise, ask children to explain what happened.
All listen respectfully to their explanations. Coach them to
figure out how to resolve the dispute by suggesting possible
solutions.
Let the child face real consequences of his/her actions if
the consequences are harmless. For example, if a porridge
cup is filled too full and porridge spills, the child wipes it up
without further ado.
Teachers are role model for kindness, generosity, and
cooperation with others.
To avoid crowding in a learning area, help children limit
their. For example, if there are 5 chairs at the writing table,
ask additional children to come back when they see an empty
chair.
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Appendix 7. Recommended Learning Materials for Thematic
Integrated Learning
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Numeracy: Real
materials to classify,
sort, make patterns,
compare, discover oneto-one correspondence,
and count, such as
small sticks, stones, and
bottle caps; improvised
dominoes or other
matching items; Flash
cards with numbers
or rice sack squares
with numbers; one
large set of wooden
building blocks in
various shapes; recycled
measuring items such
as empty containers.

Wood or cardboard
puzzles with shapes,
colors, numerals.
Meter sticks.

Balance. Pretend
clocks. Tape
measures.
Money. Brazier,
pots, and other
cooking utensils
for children to
prepare food.

Literacy: Books:
picture books and story
books in Kinyarwanda;
flash cards with letters;
posters with upperand lower-case letters
for older children;
children’s writing and
drawing materials such
as notebooks, chalk,
and crayons, pencils.

Story books, writing
paper; rice sacks
or large paper for
group projects such
as writing class
stories; puzzles with
upper- and lowercase letters for older
children; crayons;
pencils.

Washable
markers; water
colors with
brushes; chalks;
children’s
dictionaries;
recycled clothing
(see pretend
play) to re-enact
stories.
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Construction: Locally
available materials
such as bricks, sticks,
bottle caps, stones,
sand, water; common
tools such as buckets
and scoops; water
bottles, tires, and wood
shavings; books about
construction, houses
in many cultures,
transportation.

Small pretend
vehicles such as
trucks; tools such
as trowels and
shovels; sand and
water for making
cement; scraps
of construction
materials.

Puzzles with
pictures
such as road
construction,
vehicles or
buildings; tools
such as hammers
and saws; wood
scraps to pound
nails.

Pretend play:
Rwandan fabric,
Rwandan baskets,
recycled clothing and
shoes to wear, recycled
home items such as
plates and cups, hats,
bags, recycled food
containers; dolls; story
books about markets,
weddings, wild and
domestic animals, and
careers.

Small pretend
vehicles such as cars
and boats; pretend
wood, rubber, or
fabric animals;
wooden food
replicas; puzzles
of animals, fruits,
and other familiar
objects.

Pretend furniture
and people; table
cloths, flowers
in containers;
safe medical
equipment such
as rubber gloves
and stethoscope;
wall mirror.
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Art and culture:
Rwandan musical
instruments improvised
from local materials
such as shakers made
with calabashes and
ankle bells made with
bottle caps; materials
for exploration and
crafting such as banana
fiber, clay, and sisal;
story books about
music, dance, art, and
Rwandan cultural
traditions.
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Scissors and paper,
scraps of fabric;
beads and yarn; clay.

Glue; Rwandan
drums; TV, radio,
or computer to
explore the world.
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Appendix 8. Children’s progress report
End term progress report on child’s behavior in preschool
Child’s Names:

Academic year:

Grade :

Term :

Learning Areas

Achieved
Development

Observations

Discovery Of The World
Understanding of self and family
Understanding of the environment/
community: people, things and
services (Themes)
Numeracy
Sorting/grouping/classifying
Counting
Sequencing
Comparing
Kinyarwanda
Letter recognition
Listening comprehension
Telling stories
Writing
English
Listening comprehension (told /read
story)
Telling stories and singing songs/
rhymes
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Art and Culture
Drawing
Coloring/shading
Painting/printing
Cutting/Pasting
Modeling/construction
Folding/threading
Singing/dancing
Physical Development and Health
Gross and Fine motor movements
Body hygiene
Self care and caring for materials
Washing hands before eating
Social and Emotional Development
Relationships with others
Respect the instructions
Initiative and curiosity
Showing and controlling emotions
Concentration on the activity
and courage
Tidying up the place
Meaning of used colors :
1. Green: Excellent
2. Blue: Very Good

3. Yellow: Good
4. Red: The child is trying

Names and Signature of the Head Teacher
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Appendix 9. Circumstances leading to the closure of a preprimary school
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Unsafe buildings or structures
Refusal to meet requirements as stipulated by local authorities
Jeopardizing the health of children
Physical abuse of children
Insufficient personnel
Incapable personnel
Chronic lack of or inappropriate stimulation programme
Discrimination that leads to violation of the rights of children
Drastic reduction in the number of children who use the facility
A management committee that is not functioning, dysfunctional,
has poor co-operation and/or is involved with corruption and
maladministration
The community shows no interest, or there is no longer a need for
the facility.

Procedures to be followed for the facility does meet the requirements or
if a complaint is received
• Compile an assessment report.
• Inform in writing the management or owner of the facility of the
contents of the report.
• Where needed, request the management or school owner to respond
to the report in writing, within 14 days of receipt of the report.
• Provide guidance and support to the facility to meet the requirements
within two to six months.
• Review the facility and compile a report. If requirements are still
not met, withdraw the registration certificate and instruct the facility
to arrange for transfer of the children to a registered facility.
• Inform Head Office in writing of the situation and actions taken.
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Appendix 10. Suggested content of the first aid kit
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S/N

Element

Use

1

One pair of household
gloves

For cleaning after blood
spills

2

Two pairs of latex gloves

For incidents involving
blood or body fluids

3

Two scissors

For cutting plasters,
bandages and material

4

A small plastic bowl

To hold water and savlon
while cleaning and washing
wounds

5

50 ml of savlon

For cleaning and washing
wounds

6

100 ml of household bleach

For blood spills

7

1 packet gauze swabs (20)

For covering larger wounds
and eye injuries

8

Waterproof plasters (20)

For protecting cuts and
scraps or other breaks in the
skin. Waterproof dressings
must be used if a worker
works with food or drinks.

9

Safety pins

To secure bandages,
dressings and slings

10

Micropore (or cellotape)

For securing a dressing

11

75 mm bandage (or a long
strip of material)

For stopping bleeding,
covering wounds, or making
a sling.

12

One-way resuscitator (or an
airway)

To keep airways open
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13

Plastic bags

For refuse disposal

14

Tweezers

For extracting splinters and
bee stings

15

Tissues

For general absorption of
liquids

16

Thermometer

Checking the fever

17

Towel

To dry a wet area

18

Bandage

In case of injury

19

Soap

In cleaning

20

Some emergency medicines:
paracetamol, ibuprofene, etc.

Treatment of slight but
emergent illnesses
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